Heart Mountain

Wow! What a day. A few years ago I can remember being absolutely petrified standing on a grated
th
landing only 20 feet up where you could see below and feeling a little vertigo. On June 15 , I was
standing with the other members of CAMC looking up at Heart Mountain and getting ready to do my first
real scramble.
We split up into 2 groups. Ron organized the advanced group and their plan was to do the same
scramble up Heart but with some additional scrambling which involved a little more exposure and the
opportunity to explore a cave. Debby organized the rest of us. Away we went and it was up, up, up. A
little hiking, a lot of scrambling and 3 points of contact were the important words of the day. It was quite
steep giving our legs a great workout. Every now and then we would stop for a quick minute and take a
look at the incredible views. And then we came to the Rock Step. This was my first oh my gosh
moment (o.k. … that wasn’t quite what I said J). Steve went up first and with Jeff at the bottom and
Steve at the top they guided everyone as to where to put their hands and feet so we could get up and
over this rock. Ija was just like Spiderman going up. She was going up so fast Steve asked her to slow
down. With lots of help and encourage from Jeff, Steve, Sandy and Debby I made it up. And then more
scrambling and then ….. the exposed ridge …. holy sh***. I can remember Debby talking about this part
last year but hearing someone talk about it and being there are 2 different things. It was a small ridge
section barely big enough for you to place your boots with a drop off on one side. It really wasn’t that
long, but for a height phobia like me it had my heart pounding. With gentle words and coaching from the
others I finally made my move and got and past it. Whew … home free and now we were off to the false
summit for lunch. We had lunch with Ron’s group (they had decided not to do the route as planned
because it looked like a storm was coming in). After lunch both groups continued hiking along a ridge
to the summit. The views really were incredible!

Now it was time to go back down. We divided into 2 different groups again. Ron organized one group
and they headed east hiking on along a ridge returning via Quaite Creek Trail. The rest of us headed
down the back side returning via Heart Creek and what a down it was. The first section was very steep.
The terrain varied from grass and rock to rock and a small scree section. At one point Sandy looked up
and said turn around and see where we came from. This was definitely mountain goat country. Once we
got past the steep section it was a really nice hike through trees and some creek crossing (no dips for
Amanda today J). Towards the end of the hike we had 7 bridge crossings (yes 7 Jeff) before we got
back to our vehicles.
It was a perfect day for hiking/scrambling. For a while is was looking like we might get some winds and
rain, but it never amounted to much. Many thanks Debby (AKA Mrs Kirtzinger, Mrs Kirtzinger) for
coordinating this scramble and to everyone for their help, friendship and and such a wonderful day.
Would I do it again? You bet! In a heart beat with my heart beating J.

